TRACKMAN EQUIPMENT FITTING
When it comes to equipment the equation is simple, your swing equals your equipment. Many swing faults
can be traced to shaping your golf swing to compensate for ill-fitted equipment. Each accommodation requires
timing, and that need for timing limits your ability to be consistent. Regardless of your level of play, getting custom
fitted equipment can help you play better.

1-HOUR DYNAMIC FITTING WITH TRACKMAN (Woods, Irons, and Putter)
Change your game with our dynamic fitting session, designed to determine your custom equipment specifications, while being
informative and educational along the way. We begin the process assessing your current equipment make-up, performance history,
and unique static measurements. Then we assess your performance data while testing a selection of shafts to determine which
exact shaft frequency is ideal for you. We finish up providing custom equipment recommendations including brand options and set
make-up, as well as exact specifications for lengths, lie angles, lofts, grip size and shaft frequency.

Dynamic Fitting

Member

Non-Member

Junior

$319

$349

$249

1-HOUR PUTTER FITTING WITH TRACKMAN
The putter is the most important club in any golfer’s bag since you hit 40%-50% of all your shots with this one club. Therefore, it is
critical that your putter fits your physical characteristics and eye to give you the best chance to aim, stroke and roll the ball
consistently. Learn your ideal length, lie angle, loft, toe flow, weight and off-set specifications to improve your putting & scoring.

Putter Fitting

Member

Non-Member

Junior

$179

$199

$139

1-HOUR DRIVER OPTIMIZATION WITH TRACKMAN
Hitting fairways and maximizing driving distance is critical to improving your game. Finding the optimum attack angle, launch
angle, spin rate, ball speed, carry distance and run while limiting shot dispersion will maximize your driver performance. Whether
you’re looking to tune your existing driver or test new head and shaft combinations, this fitting is for you.

Driver Optimization

Member

Non-Member

Junior

$179

$199

$139

1-HOUR WEDGE GAPPING WITH TRACKMAN
Properly fitted wedges assist you in saving strokes from varied conditions around the green including tight fairways, deep rough,
and the sand. We will assist you in determining how to best match your wedges to your normal conditions, your preferred
techniques, your current irons, and inform you of your exact distances to maximize your performance on the course.

Wedge Fitting

Member

Non-Member

Junior

$179

$199

$139

